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NOMINATIVE 
 
subject 1)  doer of an action--with an active verb. 
  2)  receiver of an action--with a passive verb. 
 
predicate  used with sum, fio (videor, dicor, deligor, creor, habeor, appellor, 

nominor, maneo as verbs of being, naming, choosing etc. also take a 
predicate nominative). 

 

GENITIVE 
 
possession the genitive always goes with another noun; if this noun is a physical 

thing, then the genitive tells who owns or possesses that thing. (e.g., 
domus regis - the house of the king). 

 
subjective if the other noun has a verbal idea (is formed from a verb in Latin), the 

genitive gives the doer (subject) of the verbal idea. (e.g., adventus regis - 
the arrival of the king = the king arrives). 

 
objective if the other noun has a verbal idea (is formed from a verb in Latin), the 

genitive gives the receiver (direct object) of the verbal idea.  (e.g. spes 
salutis - the hope of safety = someone hopes for safety; found with nouns 
as amor, timor, cupiditas, studium, metus). 

 
partitive 1)  genitive gives the whole thing of which the other noun is a part (e.g., 

pars viae, turba civium) 
2)  with neuter nouns or substantives (e.g., plus terroris, nihil mali, 
quodcumque regni) 
3)  with superlative and with numbers (e.g., fortissimus militum, unus 
civium). 

 
description noun and adjective in genitive give a quality or description of the other 

noun, usually NOT a physical characteristic (e.g., femina ingenii boni = a 
woman of good character). 
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DATIVE 
 
indirect object with verbs that mean say, give or show; tells to whom something is 

said, given or shown. 
 
compound verbs if a prefix (a preposition added to the verb stem) is present, the 

object of that preposition-prefix is put into the dative.  (e.g., fero 
bellum in Gallos = infero bellum Gallis). 

 
possession with sum (and desum) the dative is used to show the owner (e.g. 

domus est mihi) 
 
agent  1)  gives the person by whom the action is done; used with 

gerundive and sum in the passive periphrastic (e.g. Carthago 
delenda est nobis). 

   2)  in poetry, it is used with passive verbs, usually participles. 
 
purpose it is used to show for what purpose something is done or exists; the 

following nouns are common: usus, auxilium, subsidium, cura, 
praesidium. 

 
reference the person to whom the action of the verb refers or whom it 

concerns; when used with the dative of purpose, they are called the 
double dative.  In a way any dative that is not one of the others 
may be called reference 

 
special verbs the following verbs take their object, complement in the dative:  

cedo, confido, credo, faveo, ignosco, impero, licet, noceo, parco, 
pareo, persuadeo, placeo, resisto, satisfacio, servio, studeo, 
suadeo. 

 
special adjectives certain adjectives of quality, attitude or relation take the dative:  

adversus, aequus, amicus, aptus, carus, fidelis, finitimus, 
gratus, idoneus, infestus, inimicus, necessarius, notus, par, 
proximus, secundus, similis, utilis. 

 

ACCUSATIVE 
 
direct object receives the action of a transitive verb,  a verb that requires a direct 

object to complete its sense. 
 
place to which uses prepositions in and ad; the Latin prepositions can be omitted 

with domum, rus and names of cities (e.g., Romam). 
 
duration of time no Latin preposition but in English “for;” tells how long an action 

is done; uses words indicating time. 
 
extent of space no Latin preposition but in English “for;” tells how far an action 

extends; uses words indicating distance or space.  
 
subject of infinitive in indirect statement, the accusative is the subject of the verb 

(infinitive) in he “that” clause; look for a main verb of mental 
action (say, know, think, etc.) to introduce the indirect statement. 

 
object of preposition many Latin prepositions (propter, circum trans, et al.)take this case. 
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ABLATIVE 
 
place in which with prepositions in or sub; with a few words (loco, domo, castris, 

mari, terra) and some proper names of places, the Latin 
preposition can be omitted (more commonly in poetry).  Tells 
where an action is done. 

 
place from which with prepositions ab (a), ex (e), de; preposition is omitted when 

the verb has a prepositional prefix or with domo, rure, and some 
place names.  Gives the place from which an action begins. 

 
source words which indicate birth (gigno, natus, orior, genitus) take this 

ablative, which tells the parent from whom someone is sprung; 
usually with ex or de (but cf. natus dea - son of a goddess).  When 
it gives the material of which something is made, it is also called 
material (e.g., statua <ex> auro--a statue of gold). 

 
separation tells from what someone or something is separated or without; 

usually with ab, ex, or de, but these may be prefixed to the verb 
 
accompaniment with whom (usually a person) an action is done; always has the 

preposition cum (or sometimes sine). 
 
time shows time when an action occurs (look for a word in the singular 

meaning time) or time within which an action occurs (look for 
plural time words).  No Latin prepositions with these usages. 

 
means No Latin preposition ever; gives the means or instrument (a 

physical object) by which or with which one does an action. 
 
agent Latin preposition ( a, ab) always; gives the person by whom an 

action is done.  Look for a passive verb. 
 
manner tells how or in what way one does an action; used with cum or 

sine; usually can be translated as an adverb (e.g., magno <cum> 
gaudio - with great joy or very joyfully) 

 
cause gives the reason for an emotion; used generally without a Latin 

preposition.  Look for verbs of emotion and remember that moveo 
and its compounds are often emotions. 

 
respect/specification tells in what respect a word (usually an adjective) is true; no Latin 

preposition usually. (e.g. par aetate--equal in age; notus fama- 
known by reputation; linguā inter sē differunt (DBG 1.1.3) they 
differ in language; maior nātū, older/greater in birth). The ablative 
of respect/specification is used with dignus, worthy, and indignus, 
unworthy (e.g., ipsīs indignum (DBG 5.35.11), unworthy of 
themselves) 
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comparison makes the comparison; no Latin preposition.  Look for 

comparative adjectives or adverbs.  (e.g., fortior duce--braver than 
the leader).    

 
description No Latin preposition.  Usually a noun and adjective in the ablative, 

giving a physical characteristic (e.g., puer turpi naso--boy with 
the ugly nose) 

 
degree of difference tells by how much a comparative adjective or adverb is so; 

common words or forms: multo, paulo, nihilo. 
 
price   the cost of something is put in the ablative.  No Latin preposition. 
 
special verb several deponent verbs (and their compounds) take a complement 

or object in the ablative: utor, fruor, fungor, potior, vescor 
 
absolute consists of two words in the ablative that are grammatically 

independent of the rest of the sentence (neither word is the subject 
or object, etc. of the main verb or a subordinate verb).  The 
combinations are (in order of occurence): 

   1.  noun and participle: 
   patre occiso - with the father having been killed (perf. pass.) 
   patre moriente - with the father dying (pres. act.) 
   patre morituro - with the father about to die (fut. act.) 
   2.  noun and noun 
   Caesare duco - with Caesar as the leader 
   3.  noun and adjective 
   Caesare bono - with Caesar being good 
   

A non-literal translation offers many possibilities, depending on 
the context of the sentence.  You must be flexible and read the 
sentence with intelligence.  In order of occurrence they are: 

   a.  temporal/circumstantial - “when” or “as” 
   b.  causal - “since” or “because” 
   c.  concessive - “although” (main clause has tamen, autem etc.) 
   d.  conditional - “if” or “unless” 
 
 


